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l  developed and agreed an Intention for 
 Agriculture with priorities for action, in order to  
 focus resources into farming in the Lake District

l  developed and agreed a trees, woodlands and  
 forestry strategy, with priorities for action

l  facilitated 14 Higher Level Schemes and 11 
 Upland Entry Level Schemes and agreed actions  
 to improve delivery of Environmental   
 Stewardship outcomes 

l  developed and agreed a coordinated Cumbria 
 approach to influencing Defra on the next  
 European Regional Development Programme for  
 England (RDPE) strategy 2015 to 2020

l  advised the Cumbria Local Enterprise Partnership  
 on the farming  and forestry content of its EU  
 Growth Strategy to ensure a joined up approach  
 with RDPE 

l  agreed priority needs for superfast broadband  
 delivery and started roll out through the  
 Connecting Cumbria programme

l  worked with the government to identify sites for  
 additional mobile phone masts (4G compatible)  
 and agreed a plan to facilitate delivery of the  
 Mobile Phone Infrastructure Project by  
 December 2014

Spotlight on Partnership work,  
delivering the Vision 2012 to 2013

To help achieve a prosperous economy
the Partnership has:

prosperous 
economy
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To help achieve world class  
visitor experiences
the Partnership has:

visitor  
experience

l  developed a Strategy and Action Plan to 
 deliver the AdCap programme 2013 to 2015
l  secured and hosted a Cumbria and the 
 Lake District stage of the Tour of Britain
l  agreed a new ten year Fix the Fells action 
 plan to tackle upland path erosion
l  developed new walking, cycling and canoeing trails

l  produced and endorsed an Allocations of Land  
 Development Plan Document which identifies  
 much needed sites for housing, plus employment  
 developments and provides a strategy for the  
 regeneration for Bowness Bay and the Glebe

l  agreed a method to collate data on the type 
 of affordable housing

To help achieve  
vibrant communities
the Partnership has:

vibrant 
communities

l  progressed delivery of the GoLakes Travel Project  
 (South, Central and South East Distinctive Areas)

l  agreed an approach to ‘movement intentions’ 
 for improving travel in other Distinctive Areas  
 of the National Park

l  requested Government to review legislation to 
 allow greater consistency in car park management
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l  undertaken a valley plan pilot with the 
 community,  for Ullswater. The first of its kind  
 for the Lake District

l  agreed to a full review of this process in Ullswater,  
 to inform its roll out to other areas

l  agreed a prioritised action plan to reduce carbon  
 emissions and increase carbon savings

l  published a booklet for farmers and their 
 advisors on how to manage land for carbon 

l  started to implement a carbon brokering service
 

spectacular 
landscape

To help maintain spectacular landscape, 
wildlife and cultural heritage the Partnership has:
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Other Partnership 
success in 2012  
to 2013
l  agreed a new Memorandum of Understanding 
 to ensure continued best practice in Partnership  
 governance
l  produced the second State of the Park report 
 and agreed a plan to improve the effectiveness  
 of this annual monitoring
l  agreed to proceed with a final Lake District World  
 Heritage Site bid and submitted a revised  
 ‘Technical Evaluation’ to Government
l  endorsed a new strategic approach for managing  
 Access and Recreation for 2013 to 2018
l  became the world’s first Fairtrade Zone National  
 Park and hosted Tim Farron MP as part of the  
 celebrations

Areas where  
the Partnership  
have done  
less well 

l  unsuccessful with a £4.9 million ‘CycleLakes’ bid 
 to the Government Linking Communities Fund 
l  unsuccessful in lobbying Government to agree  
 with BT the release of clear information on  
 location and timing for the delivery of superfast  
 broadband in Cumbria
l  achieved 1.75 per cent reduction in carbon 
 emissions against a target of 3 per cent
l  timescales not met for completing the Valley 
 Planning work 
l  still to agree strategic priorities for biodiversity  
 management 
l  no ‘New Homes Bonus’ money secured for   
 communities in the National Park
l  a consistent approach to car park charging 
 is still needed

l  commissioned and produced a visitor 
 management proposal for the Wasdale  
 valley – the first of its kind in the Lake District
l  agreed eight Partnership priorities – to further  
 focus resources in 2014 to 2015
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What is the Lake District National 
Park Partnership?

The Vision for the Lake District National Park is that it will be: 
‘An inspirational example of sustainable development in action.’

What will it look like?

It will be a place where a prosperous economy, vibrant communities  
and world class visitor experiences all come together to sustain the  
spectacular landscape, its wildlife and cultural heritage. Local people, 
visitors and the many organisations working in the National Park,  
or have a contribution to make to it, must be united in achieving this.

The Lake District National Park Partnership (the Partnership) was formed in 2006 because  
many organisations with a role in the Lake District National Park did not have a real sense  
of involvement in its management. There are currently 24 organisations involved, made  
up of representatives from the public, private, community and voluntary sectors. In 2006 
the Partnership agreed a Vision for the National Park in 2030, representing a collective  
commitment to work together in the best interest of the National Park, its environment,  
communities, economy and visitors.

What is this report?

The Partnership recognises the 
need to share its achievements  
in working towards the Vision.  
This report covers the period  
September 2012 to December 
2013. All reports can be seen at:  
www.lakedistrictpartnership.
co.uk
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Delivering the Partnership’s Plan

The Plan was agreed by the Partnership in September 2010. It includes 24 delivery aims,  
which help identify what the Partnership wants to do over a five year period in order to  
achieve the Vision. To ensure the Plan remained ‘real’ and achievable, the Partnership  
agreed an annual review process. 

The review focusses on the Plan’s actions to make sure they are relevant and accurate,  
and identifies priorities. The Plan was updated in October 2011, 2012 and December 2013.

Monitoring and reporting
The Plan has an annual monitoring 
cycle, including recording progress 
on the actions and performance 
indicators. Progress on actions is 
captured and reported quarterly 
at the Partnership meetings,  
ending in the annual review  
of actions and priorities. 

Is the Vision happening?
As well as monitoring delivery of the Plan, the Partnership is also  
collectively committed to produce an annual State of the Lake  
District National Park (SoP) report.

This includes essential additional information on the effect the  
work of the Partnership and others is having. It also includes  
an update on the performance targets.

The latest 2013 SoP report can be viewed at: 
www.lakedistrictpartnership.co.uk
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Despite continued uncertainty over long term funding  
implications for many partners, this last year has been another 
evolutionary one for the Partnership. The identification of seven 
priorities for the Partnership in June 2012 really focussed efforts 
and attention on what matters most. This was a milestone for the 
Partnership, helping produce some real tangible outcomes as well 
as providing invaluable awareness from which to improve and 
refine their work. 

There is also evidence that these priorities have helped embed  
the Partnership approach further into the work of its component  
organisations. Doing ‘more with less’ to have the greatest impact  
is definitely becoming more than just a Partnership mantra, it’s  
becoming a necessity.

Some welcome stability within partner organisations this year has  
significantly helped consolidate existing alliances and strengthen  
the opportunities for Partnership delivery towards the Vision.

Although this Annual Report looks back, the Partnership itself must  
keep looking forward to maintain its momentum. It has already  
identified its priority areas for 2014 to 2015 and for the first time in  
the life of the Partnership’s Plan, these are all that will matter. Making 
breakthroughs on these will be where collective effort is directed. 

The Partnership remains supported by groups to help tackle specific 
Partnership issues or actions in the Partnership’s Plan. This includes: 
Farming and Forestry Task Force, Land Management and Valley  
Planning Sub Group, Business Task Force, Lake District Still Waters 
Partnership, External Fundraising Group, Climate Change Group  
and World Heritage Site Project Management Group.

In 2012 to 2013 Lord Clark of Windermere continued his voluntary  
role as independent Chairman of the Partnership.

The Partnership –  
a ‘healthy’ evolution 
continues

Business Task Force
Lake District National Park Partnership’s


